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Sibur ZapSib-2 Ethylene 
Cracker Unit (ECU) Plant, 
Tobolsk/Russia

Gas-to-Gasoline Plant 
(GTG), Akhal Velayat/
Turkmenistan

TACE Etane Cracker 
HDPE/PP Plant, Kiyanly/
Turkmenistan

RHI’s President Alptekin 
Tizer received the 
originals of ISO 2015

Uzbekistan: Cooperation 
agreement was signed with 
Uzkimyosanoat

RHI’s New Office in 
Houston, USA

RDIF and Renaissance Construction will invest in the 
development of the satellite town “Yuzhniy” in 
Saint Petersburg, Russia

RHI executed the Civil, Mechanical and Completion Works 
for PhosAgro Ammonia Plant capacity of 2200 MTPD
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1. AWARD NEWS
• 4th Project to be realized with Linde 
Engineering was awarded

2. COMPLETED PROJECT
• RHI executed the Civil, Mechanical 
and Completion Works for PhosAgro 
Ammonia Plant capacity of 2200 MTPD

3. GEOGRAPHICAL EXPANSION
• Uzbekistan: Cooperation agreement 
was signed with Uzkimyosanoat
• USA: Opening of RHI’s Office in Houston
• Netherlands: Interview with Ronald 
Franken, BNI’s CEO
• Germany: Expanding to the industrial 
market 

4. NEWS FROM SITES
• Gas-to-Gasoline Plant (GTG), Akhal 
Velayat/Turkmenistan
• TACE Ethane Cracker HDPE/PP Plant, 
Kiyanly/Turkmenistan
• Sibur ZapSib-2 Ethylene Cracker Unit 
(ECU) Plant, Tobolsk/Russia

5. QHSE - NO COMPROMISE
• RHI’s President Alptekin Tizer received 
ISO 2015 Certificates

6. EVENTS
• 19th Asia Oil and Gas Conference 
(AOGC 2017)

7. OUR PEOPLE OUR GREAT ASSETS
• Career in RHI

8. ASSIGNMENTS
• Key Positions

9. RÖNESANS HOLDING NEWS
• RDIF and Renaissance Construction will 
invest into the development of satellite 
town “Yuzhniy” in St. Petersburg, Russia
• Dr. Erman Ilıcak visited the Lakhta 
Center Project construction area located 
in St. Petersburg, Russia

Dr. Erman Ilıcak visited the 
Lakhta Center Project
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Mechanical and Civil activities were completed by RHI on 10 
May, 2017, and the Client PhosAgro-Cherepovets JSC, has issued 
mechanical completion certificate to RHI. Also first 
Ammonia-drop milestone has been completed on 04 Jun, 2017 
and Ammonia quality has reached %98.2 at 06 Jun, 2017.
 
As part of an EPC consortium, RHI was the Mechanical & Civil 
General Contractor to PhosAgro-Cherepovets JSC, where the 
scope of work consisted 787,916 m3 earthwork, 50,443 m3 
concrete works, 6,550 tons of steel erection, 13,596 tons 
equipment erection (including tank erection and heavy lifting), 
440,690 WDI aboveground piping works, 871,742 m cable 
pulling works, 127 481 m2 insulation works and 271,964 m2 
painting works for the PhosAgro Ammonia Plant capacity of 
2,200 MTPD.
 
Project has been completed in 45,5 months. (From NTP up to 
Mechanical Completion)

RHI will construct 42,000 m3 LNG tank in Vyborg/Russia, 
utilizing the technology of Linde Engineering.
 
The project is the first construction stage of Vyborg LNG plant 
that will have a production capacity of around 1.5 million tons 
of LNG per year. The investor of the project is Gazprom and 
Russian Peton Group was assigned as the main EPC Contractor. 
EPC works of LNG Tank section will be undertaken by Linde, 
whereas RHI is selected as the main construction contractor.
 
RHI will implement Roof Air Rising technology in this project, 
which is considered as a great leap forward in LNG plant 
construction portfolio.

On May 31, 2017, President Vladimir Putin signed a decree that restores a 
bilateral agreement on visa-free movement between Russia and Turkey, lifts 
restrictions on Turkish companies operating in Russia and ends a ban on 
employing Turkish workers in the country. 

 The signing of this decree will now enable Turkish construction companies, 
which hold a leading position in the Russian market, to continue their 
development in Russia.

RHI EXECUTED THE CIVIL, 
MECHANICAL AND COMPLETION 
WORKS FOR PHOSAGRO AMMONIA 
PLANT CAPACITY OF 2200 MTPD

4TH PROJECT TO BE REALIZED WITH 
LINDE ENGINEERING WAS AWARDED 

RUSSIA: LIFTING THE SANCTIONS

Completed Projects

Award News

Project Highlights:
Project Name : Portovaya LNG Plant

: Linde Engineering

: 42.000 m3

: 2017 - 2019

: Linde Engineering

Client
Capacity
Term of Contract

Technology
: Lump sumContract Type
: Construction ContractorRHI’s Role
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UZBEKISTAN: COOPERATION AGREEMENT WAS SIGNED WITH 
UZKIMYOSANOAT

Geographical Expansion

According to RHI’s strategic 
growth plan, we continue our 
expansion into new markets.
Toward this goal, RHI has
 started its operations in 
Uzbekistan. In a few months, 
office in Tashkent will be fully 
operational.

The first row: (1) RHI Vice-President, BD Ahmed Abdullayev, 
(2)“UzKimyoSanoat” Chairman of the Board Abdukhashim Abdullayev.
The second row: (1) Turkish Culture and Tourism Minister Nabi Avcı,
(2) Turkish Deputy Prime Minister Yıldırım Tuğrul Türkeş, 
(3) Uzbek Deputy Prime Minister Rustam Azimov, 
(4) Turkish Economy Minister Nihat Zeybekçi,
(5) Uzbek Foreign Trade Minister Elyor Ganiyev.

On the right: First Deputy Chairman of National Holding Company “Uzbekneftegaz” 
Ulugbek Sayidov
On the left: RHI Vice-President, BD Ahmed Abdullayev

On May 25, 2017 the delegation of RHI 
headed by Vice President Ahmed Abdullayev 
visited Uzbekistan and made a visit to 
Uzkimyosanoat, the leading petrochemical 
company of Uzbekistan, where an official 
agreement was signed on the cooperation of 
companies on two projects. 

At the signing ceremony, Uzkimyosanoat 
was represented by the Chairman of the 
Board, Abdukhashim Abdullayev. 
Signing ceremony was witnessed by 
high-level officials of both countries includ-
ing Deputy Prime Minister of Turkey Yildirim 
Tugrul Turkesh and Deputy Prime Minister of 
Uzbekistan Rustam Azimov.

In addition, a meeting was held with the 
First Deputy Chairman of the national 
Oil&Gas  company “Uzbekneftegaz” Ulugbek 
Sayidov and with the chairman of the board 
of their subsidiary construction compa-
ny “Uzneftegazstroyinvest” Tulyaganov 
Shovkat The main topic of discussion was 
potential partnership and cooperation.

 
The RHI delegation also signed an 
agreement on cooperation with 
“UzEngineering”, one of the leading 
engineering companies of the country.
 
RHI is interested in projects of Uzbekistan in 
the field of oil&gas, petrochemicals, 
fertilizers, metallurgy and energy.



For RHI’s strategic growth plan, it made a decision for  
expansion in Europe with BNI (Ballast Nedam Industriebow)  
– which is located in Rotterdam, the heart of Netherlands, 
and responsible for the industrial projects of Ballast 
Nedam. The 139-years of experience construction company 
Ballast Nedam N.V. was aquired by Rönesans Holding in 
2015.

Together with RHI in recent years, BNI carried out important projects in the 
industrial sector such as works for:Exxon Mobil’s Advanced Hydrocracker Project 
and Shell’s SDA (Solvent Deasphalting) Project.

BNI CEO Ronald Franken remarks that: “Ballast Nedam Industriebouw + Renaissance 
Heavy Industries is like 1+1=3!!! and, therefore, we look with trust to the future”. 
Underlining that the company have gained experience related to energy projects 
that are regardful of the environment factor in Europe, Franken says that the 
created synergy also has a positive effect on the projects.
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Geographical Expansion

RHI opened an office in Houston, Texas, 
to serve and develop relations in the U.S 
market with major Oil & Gas and energy 
companies. Our aim is to expand our market 
presence in North America by establishing 
and leveraging strategic partnerships and 
Joint Ventures.

RHI has maintained a good track of working 
with Industry leaders in our existing regions. 
Those relationships have enabled us to 
participate in mid-size to large projects and 
maintain a strong market position with good 
backlog. RHI will further deploy this strategy 
to expand in the North American foothold.
Deputy General Manager/Business 
Development (USA) Evren Ayral participated 

in the Downstream Engineering &  
Construction USA, that was held in New 
Orleans on June 15-16, 2017. 

Representing our company, Mr. Ayral used 
this opportunity to share RHI’s latest updates 
with our partners, as well as learning news on 
the developments in the area.

USA: OPENING OF RHI’S OFFICE IN HOUSTON

GERMANY: EXPANDING TO THE INDUSTRIAL 
MARKET 

NETHERLANDS: INTERVIEW WITH 
RONALD FRANKEN, BNI’s CEO 

2Blvd Place, 1700 Post Oak Blvd, Suite 600, 
Houston, TX, 77056
Tel.: +1-713-963-3669

Welplaathoek 20, 3197 KP Botlek Rotterdam 

USA OFFICE ADDRESS

NETHERLANDS OFFICE ADDRESS

RHI is expanding its market presence in Germany. Mr. Jens Jakob started in Essen/
Germany as Country Manager for RHI Effective from May 1st. 2017. With Mr. Jakob’s 
extensive experience and support and cooperation of our German Sister Company 
“Heitkamp Ingenieur-und Kraftwerksbau GmbH”, RHI aims to have a strong position 
in the industrial market of Europe and develop relations with major Oil & Gas and 
energy companies which are active in Germany and Europe. 

In addition to existing experience in Russia, Turkmenistan, Turkey, Algeria, the 
Netherlands, and Belgium, Heitkamp’s local knowledge will be a great gain for RHI to 
understand German and European policies and regulations. RHI has already started 
relations with major companies in Germany. Our strategy will be to expand our 
market presence in Germany.

Bonsiepen 9 - 11 45136 Essen, Germany

GERMANY OFFICE ADDRESS
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One of the basic polices of RHI is to transfer the skills to the local employees and 
give the priority to the local community in the countries we operate in. 

RHI has opened welding school on GTG’s site and during 2 years, approximately 184 
local welders were trained. In order to increase productivity and motivation, the most 
successful welders will be awarded monthly with success certificates and prizes.

As of May 2017, 88% of the Ethane Cracker HDPE/PP Plant has been completed. 
Punching, pipe testing, and reinstatement work are continuing at full speed. 
The construction of the plant is scheduled to be completed in September 2017. 

GAS-TO-GASOLINE PLANT (GTG), 
AKHAL VELAYAT/TURKMENISTAN

SIBUR ZAPSIB-2 
ETHYLENE CRACKER 
UNIT (ECU) PLANT, 
TOBOLSK/RUSSIA

TACE ETHANE CRACKER HDPE/PP PLANT, 
KIYANLY/ TURKMENISTAN

News From Sites

The current progress of the huge site has 
now reached 19%.
 
A total of 12,000 m2 of pipe workshops 
were established for the manufacturing 
of 765,420 WDI pipes. The amount of 
welding realized per day is approximately 
3,354 WDI. 

For the total planned paint works of 347,520 
m2, a paint workshop and a support paint 
workshop were established with areas of 
10,000 m2 and 3,000 m2, respectively.
There are 9 different paint systems on 
site. 

In addition, 4,000 m2 support workshop 
was established for the manufacturing of 
2,354 different types of support.

According to the schedule, the project is 
planned to be completed in 2019.
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Having completed in a short time the compliance process to the 
current versions and subjected to intensive inspection program, 
RHI is entitled to receive the certificates in the standards of 
ISO 9001:2015 Quality Management System, ISO 14001:2015 
Environmental Management System and OHSAS 18001:2007 
Occupational Health and Safety Management System.
 
RHI became the first international Turkish Contractor, owning 
the new version of ISO certificates in Turkey.

RHI’s PRESIDENT ALPTEKIN TIZER 
RECEIVED THE ISO 2015 CERTIFICATES

QHSE-No Compromise

Events

RHI was represented in the prestigious 19th Asia Oil and Gas 
Conference (AOGC 2017) that was hosted by Petronas, in Kuala 
Lumpur, Malaysia. 

The event featured Malaysia’s Prime Minister H.E. Dato’ Sri 
Najib Razak, Saudi Arabia’s Energy Minister H.E. Khalid A. 
Al-Falih, and CEO of Petronas Datuk Wan Zulkiflee bin Wan 
Ariffin in addition to leaders in the Oil & Gas sector who all 
provided in-depth insights to the industry and its dynamics.

Our participation was a step to understand the market deeper 
and network with our partners that are active in the region.

19th ASIA OIL and GAS CONFERENCE 
(AOGC 2017)

Vice-President Kaan Alkan, Quality Manager Doğuş Akıncı, 
İntertek-Business Assurance Manager Hikmet Tan, 
RHI President Alptekin Tizer, Quality Director Ateş Beşibirlik, 
HSE Director Cüneyt Tarhan, İntertek-Sales Executive Aslı Yurt, 
General Manager Celal Toroğlu
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Our People Our Great Asset

CAREER IN RHI
Sultan Süleyman Turan has been 
employed since 2005 at Renaissance 
Construction Russia. He began his 
career as a Design Engineer. Today, 
due to the success in his work, he 
holds the position of Deputy General 
Manager/Tender

Çetin Şevli has been employed since 
2011, at the same period with the 
establishment of RHI. He began his 
career in RHI as a driver. Today, he is 
a person who is responsible for 
organizing all kind of administrative 
works in the Company’s headquarters.

• How do you describe what you do at RHI? 
I am currently working as the Deputy General Manager at the 
Istanbul Head Office, and I am responsible for the leading and 
coordinating tender activities of the company. I am responsible for 
preparing precise offers to satisfy our clients and our company’s 
expectations. 

• What was your first job?
I was working in the design office as a Design Engineer.

• How would you answer the question: RHI? What do they do?
RHI is an International Construction Company serving for the 
Client’s needs to complete projects on time, with high quality and 
giving high importance on HSE. 

• Apart from your present location, where would you most like to 
work and why?
I would like to work in Trabzon my hometown.

• What is the most important element in your estimations (as a 
tender department) when you enter new markets? 

Our work mainly depends on the labor workforce. Therefore, the 
Labor Cost is the main driving factor into our budget. Productivity 
and Labor Cost with all the related expenses are the most 
important elements in our estimations.

• What have been the key challenges RHI has faced, and how did 
the company overcome them?
While working as a Construction Company for Civil Projects, RHI 
became one of the strongest Construction Companies for 
Industrial Projects. Very fast in adopting new markets.

• What would you highlight as milestones that have been 
achieved so far? And what are the future goals?
Milestones that I have achieved:
- Graduate from University as an Engineer
- Having Work experience abroad
- Having my own family
- Being part of the Renaissance family
My future goals:
- To share my 12 years’ of experience in Tender with newcomers to 
Renaissance 

• What do you most admire in a person?
Respect and Honesty.

• You are a very calm person. What is your idea to remain calm in 
any situation?
Take a deep breath, leave the issue idle for some time. After a 
while try to solve the issue.

• What do your colleagues not know about you?
I think I am a very open person. My colleagues know everything 
about me. 

• How do you describe what you do in RHI? 
Administrative affairs.

• What was your first job?
When I was a child I worked as an office boy in the summer time. 
                
• Apart from your present location where would you most like to 
work and why?
I have never thought of that.

• To your mind, what is the secret of RHI’s growth?
Confidence and Trust. 

• What would you highlight as milestones that have been 
achieved so far? And what are the future goals?
Marriage, plans for the future of my children.

• What do you most admire in a person?
Respect towards other people.

• What is your view on RHI’s future?
The company will become even stronger.

• What is the concept of happiness for you?
Serenity (or peace).

• What do your colleagues not know about you?
That I’m a very emotional person.
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 News from Rönesans Holding

Assignments

“Renaissance” is the registered brand name of Rönesans Holding.
“Renaissance Heavy Industries” and “RHI” are registered brand names of Rönesans Endüstri Tesisleri İnşaat San. ve Tic. A.Ş.

Ates Evren Ayral has been appointed 
as a Deputy General Manager/Business 
Development (USA). Mr. Ayral will be head 
of RHI’s USA Office in Houston, reporting 
to Mr. N.Celal Toroğlu, General Manager.

The Russian Direct Investment Fund (RDIF), Renaissance 
Construction JSC, the Government of St. Petersburg and the 
Yuzhny Satellite Town LLC have agreed to jointly implement the 
project for creation of the satellite town “Yuzhny” on land plots 
of more than 2,000 hectares located in the Pushkin district of 
St. Petersburg.
 
Residential areas as well as an Innovative science and technology 
town including a campus of the St. Petersburg National Research 
University of Information Technologies, Mechanics and Optics 
(ITMO University) and some other innovative production sites 
are planned to be constructed within the territory of the future 
satellite town. The project is supposed to attract a wide range 
of investors.

Dr. Erman Ilıcak visited the construction site of the project, 
implemented in St. Petersburg by Renaissance Construction, a 
multifunctional complex “Lakhta Center” with a total area of 
400,000 m2. “Lakhta Center” will be headquarters of Russian 
giant Gazprom company.
 
In 2018, after the completion of the construction of the 
complex, the total height of the tower with the pinto will be 
462 m, and the “Lakhta Center” skyscraper will become the 
tallest building in Europe.
 
The project was included in the Guinness Book of World Records, 
setting a world record for continuous concreting-during 49 
hours 19,624 m3 of concrete has been used for the foundation 
of the tower.

Yosuke Kajiyama has been transfered 
from the Japan Office to the RHI’s 
Headquarters in Istanbul as the Deputy 
General Manager/Engineering & 
Procurement. Mr. Kajiyama is now 
reporting to Mr. N.Celal Toroğlu, General 
Manager.

RHI Engineering Group offers process, 
piping and layout, mechanical/vessel, 
civil/structural/architectural, electrical, 
instrumentation and automation 
engineering, building electromechanical 
design.

 
Our capabilities range from scoping studies to feasibility 
analysis and front end design to detail engineering in the areas 
of Petrochemicals, Refineries, Fertilizers, Natural Gas Plants, 
Power Plants, and Process Plants.

Jens Jakob has been appointed as a 
Country Manager in Germany. Mr. Jakob 
will report to Mr. Kaan Alkan, Vice 
President.

KEY POSITIONS

RDIF AND RENAISSANCE 
CONSTRUCTION WILL INVEST IN THE 
SATELLITE TOWN “YUZHNIY” IN 
ST. PETERSBURG, RUSSIA

DR. ERMAN ILICAK VISITED 
THE LAKHTA CENTER PROJECT 
CONSTRUCTION AREA LOCATED IN 
ST. PETERSBURG, RUSSIA

Founder of Rönesans Holding Dr. Erman Ilıcak, Chairman of the Board 
of Directors of Yuzhny Satellite Town LLC Zakhar Smushkin, 
Governor of Saint Petersburg Georgy Poltavchenko,
First Deptuy CEO of RDIF Tagir Sitdekov.


